Blind Date Special with Mr Bean
(For Comic Relief, March 1993)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLNhVC296YI
In 1993, Mr Bean (played by Rowan Atkinson) made a guest appearance on the show. He appeared as
one of the three bachelor suitors trying to win the date with the beautiful blond girl. The episode was
broadcast as part of the live Comic Relief Telethon event on the BBC. Comic Relief is a British charity,
founded in 1985 by the comedy scriptwriter Richard Curtis, and comedian Lenny Henry in response to
famine in Ethiopia. The highlight of Comic Relief's appeal is Red Nose Day, a biennial telethon held in
March, alternating with sister project Sport Relief.
Watch up to 09:00 and find all the questions asked and answers given in the show.
1. Cilla asks the same three questions to each of the male suitors. What are they?
Question 1
Question 2
Question 3

2. What do the three suitors reply?:
Answer to question 1
Answer to question 2
N°1

Answer to question 3

N°2
N°3
3. Cilla asks an extra question to each suitor, and then asks Mr Bean a question. What is
the question she asks Mr Bean, and what is his reply?
Question asked to Mr Bean.
Mr Bean’s answer.

4. Information about the woman candidate:
Name
From

Job

5. What question does the woman candidate ask the suitors, and what do they reply?
Woman’s
question
N°1’s
answer
N°2’s
answer
N°3’s
answer
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Vocabulary and expressions :
1. 00:40 What word does Cilla Black (the game show presenter) use to say “men”? ………
2. 01:04 What word does she use to say “good looking”? ………………….
3. 04:00 Before the woman arrives on the stage, Cilla wishes the men “a lorra lorra luck”. What
do you think “lorra” means? ………….……….
(Remember Cilla has certain way of pronouncing words! She has a strong regional accent.)
4. 6:33 Before Graham gives a recap about each suitor, Cilla tells the woman it’s time to
choose her suitor. What expression does she use to say this? ……………….……………
5. 07:55 What adjective does Tracy use to describe the 1st suitor she turned down? …………..
6. 08:00 Cilla asks her if she is “having second thoughts”. This means she’s :
 relieved

 happy

 concerned/worried

about her choice?

7. 08:34 After asking Tracy if she has “made the right choice”, what expression does Cilla use
to say “I wish you luck!”, before revealing the blind date ? …………………………

